AASLD Liver Meeting 2019 Presentation Rehearsals

Shi-Yang Cai
"NFAT is involved in the proinflammatory expression of IL-8 and the pathogenesis of cholestatic liver injury in patients with PBC and PSC" (poster)

Shi-Yang Cai
“The role of the inflammasome in cholestatic liver injury in humans and mice” (poster)

Emily Gao
"Genomic Investigation of Idiopathic Cholestasis Identifies Novel Disease-Causing Gene" (poster)

Saad Saffo
“SGLT2 Inhibitors in the Co-Management of Portal Hypertension and Diabetes Mellitus in Patients with Cirrhosis: A Single-Center Observational Study” (poster)

Ysabel Ilagan-Ying
“Analysis of HCC Risk Factors for 2.8 Million HCV Uninfected Patients in the VA Birth Cohort” (poster)

Tuesday, October 22, 2019
TAC S-247
5:00 pm – 6:00 pm

There is no corporate support for this activity. This course will fulfill the licensure requirement set forth by the State of Connecticut.

ACCREDITATION
The Yale School of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Yale Medical School Faculty, Fellows, & Staff; Local GI Physicians

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
This seminar helps the Yale Digestive Disease faculty and staff rehearse and be better prepared for the posters and talks that they will be presenting at the AASLD Liver Meeting 2018, where they will be representing Yale University. This also helps to educate those not presenting, as they have a chance to learn about the material being presented, and learn ways to prepare presentations for themselves.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
- To allow those presenting at the AASLD Liver Meeting to rehearse their presentations and get valuable feedback from other faculty and fellows to help improve their presentations. - To allow faculty and fellows that are not presenting to learn more about the materials being presented at the Liver Meeting, and to obtain helpful tips that will assist them in preparing their own presentations in the future. - To better prepare presenters that will be representing Yale University so that they will make a good impression on others attending the Liver Meeting.

DESIGNATION STATEMENT
The Yale School of Medicine designates this live activity for 1 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should only claim the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

FACULTY DISCLOSURES
Cai – none; Roberts – none
Assis – Sub-Investigator; PBC Target, Novartis, High Trade, Genkyotex; Boyer – none; Taddei none

It is the policy of Yale School of Medicine, Continuing Medical Education, to ensure balance, independence, objectivity and scientific rigor in all its educational programs. All faculty participating as speakers in these programs are required to disclose any relevant financial relationship(s) they (or spouse or partner) have with a commercial interest that benefits the individual in any financial amount that has occurred within the past 12 months; and the opportunity to affect the content of CME about the products or services of the commercial interests. The Center for Continuing Medical Education will ensure that any conflicts of interest are resolved before the educational activity occurs.